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ABSTRACT 

Over the last two decades, a lack of mathematical communication (MC) skills has hampered elementary students' ability to 
comprehend mathematical content and solve mathematical problems. However, there are only a few articles that review the 
research patterns in MC among students in the early grades. Therefore, this paper offers a thorough and systematic overview of the 
research trend since 2020. This overview is useful for researchers because it provides a synthesis of available evidence and indicates 
in which directions further research should be directed. The first step is to search the Scopus database for documents in format. csv 
produces 34 articles. Five research themes emerged from the two-step analysis: publication trends, most cited papers, most 
published journals, top contributing countries, and methodological approaches. Because the subject is so important, it's essential to 
encourage collaborations between institutions that study MC and use the methods shown or more advanced ones across math 
content and student grade level. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Communication is the process of exchanging information with others. These communication 

methods may be verbal or written. Both modes of communication are crucial for the transmission of 
ideas. Communication abilities are crucial in many disciplines, particularly in mathematics. Today's 
schools continue to lack an efficient communication method, notably in the mathematics subjects. 
In some aspects, true communication distribution is still imperialized in certain ways. This problem 
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might be caused by a number of circumstances. Teachers are often held accountable for completing 
the allocated curriculum within the time frame indicated. Furthermore, teachers must evaluate 
programmes and other extracurricular activities that may have an impact on student attendance. 
These challenges and constraints lead to one-way communication in teaching mathematics. 

In the conventional method of education, for example, the teacher presents the subject and then 
gives comments. Students can only learn what the teacher teaches them via this mode of 
communication, and they may have difficulties completing the example-heavy assignment. While 
communicating in a one-way method, students were unable to impart their newly gained 
information. Here, teachers impart information to their students and they do not get the opportunity 
to discuss the knowledge learned with their classmates and get acknowledgement from their 
teachers.  

Students are required to share and transfer information obtained in class using mathematical 
languages in order for their understanding, knowledge, and capacity to transfer knowledge to be 
assessed. Unfortunately, how well have these been implemented in the classroom? One of the causes 
of students' inadequate level of mathematical communication abilities is that they are not 
accustomed to practising these skills, particularly in the field of resolving difficulties requiring high-
order thinking skills (HOTS) [1]. The practise should begin in the classroom under the guidance of the 
teachers. 

In order to effectively communicate in mathematics, students must be able to use mathematical 
language in a clear, accurate, and logical manner. For that, students must master two important skills: 
verbal and written mathematical communication skills, as well as applying mathematical connections 
to other subjects and in daily life. Teachers should prioritise the exposure of students to 
mathematical communication skills in this regard.  

Different scholars defined mathematical communication in various perspective. Some scholars 
defined mathematical communication in term of skills which includes the ability  of students to write, 
discuss, and listen about mathematics; the ability to connect mathematical relations or ideas in 
written or verbal communication with images, graphics, and real objects; the ability to find the 
connection of real images, objects, and diagrams into mathematical ideas; and the ability to arrange 
math questions that are relevant to the problem situation and understand the written math [2, 3]. 
Whereas [4], defined in term of intrapersonal perspective, which stated that communication can 
increase students’ self-confidence and belief in their own abilities and also contribute to the students' 
ability to think mathematically, solve problems, and reason effectively since effective mathematical 
communication is fundamental to students' success in mathematics classes. 

In the literature review, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) [5] emphasised 
the importance of communication in mathematics and mathematics education. As such, in the 
classes that provide guidance, engagement, and opportunity for oral communication, children tend 
to learn to communicate mathematically [5]. In addition, NCTM [5] also stated that young children 
should use math language to express mathematical ideas. The communication standard emphasises 
the importance of the students' being able to communicate their mathematical reasoning to their 
teachers and classmates. 

Another researcher, [6], defined mathematical communication as the ability to transfer images, 
graphs, and real-world objects into mathematical concepts; to use physical reality, visuals, drawings, 
and mathematics to explain ideas and mathematical relationships in writing or vocally; to use 
mathematical terminology and representations to convey everyday concerns; and to listen, 
negotiate, write, and give mathematical presentations. 

This communication may be used to demonstrate the significance of students’ mastery of 
mathematics and its relevance to everyday life. It is probable that students who can clearly express 
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themselves quantitatively also have a solid understanding of their subject area. Aside from mastery 
of communication skills, the ability to connect knowledge is also critical for students to be able to 
connect and share their ideas verbally and in writing. This will assist the students to master math 
concepts, like being able to explain connections and relate them to other subjects and everyday life. 

According to [3], mathematical connections are the ability to convey mathematical ideas (orally 
and in writing), the ability to understand and accept others' mathematical ideas carefully, critically, 
analytically, and evaluatively to sharpen our understanding. As such, Rohendi [3] added, 
mathematical connection abilities are: applying mathematics in other fields of study or daily life; 
finding relationships between various representations of concepts and procedures; understanding 
equivalent representations of a concept; finding relationships of one procedure with other 
procedures in equivalent representation; understanding and applying the relationships between 
mathematical topics and between mathematical topics with other subject topics. 

In elementary school mathematics, students learn the basics of mathematics skills and are 
expected to recognize, master, and reconstruct examples of them. Tasks that require students to 
build basic knowledge and generalise from examples emphasising the importance of generalisation 
As such, [7] elaborated on generalization as extending the use of an existing schema, reconstructing 
the generalisation and expanding its applicability, and disjunctive generalization, which separates an 
existing schema into several new ones in a new context. 

In addition, [8] suggested a theory while dealing with younger students about how ideas might 
be built up from actual instances. The synthesis of knowledge is emphasised in the education of 
younger students, which starts with simple ideas and proceeds to more general concepts via 
experience and examples. The focus at this level is evolving to incorporate more problem-solving and 
open-ended study. Most of the time, teachers break down complicated ideas or larger parts into 
smaller pieces so that they can teach each piece separately. Even though the learner may understand 
the parts as they are given separately, they start to have trouble with the work because they don't 
see how the parts fit together to make the whole challenge. 

Other researchers, [9], recommended using the Discovery Learning Model to enhance the 
students' communication abilities. From their study, they concluded that employing the Discovery 
Learning paradigm enhanced the communication abilities of seventh-grade pupils in mathematics. 
Teachers may choose to apply the Discovery Learning model to help students communicate more 
effectively about mathematics, and future studies are recommended to examine the approach's 
applicability to other math topics or at various educational levels. 

In a nutshell, the importance of the construction of mathematics, mathematical ideas, and 
language includes input in the teaching, which comprises proper strategies, approaches, techniques, 
and activities from the teachers. However, teachers are found less emphasis on the understanding 
of mathematical language in class [10], of the existence of inaccurate and misleading language to 
explain mathematical constructs [11]. Therefore, teachers need to be smart in making the selection 
of teaching materials that match student learning [12] by developing understanding based on 
students' existing cognitive knowledge because lesson planned before class does not necessarily 
happen in the classroom [13]. 

 Through mathematical communication, teachers have opportunity to identify students’ 
mathematical communication skills and performance in students’ results. Good or bad the results 
represent the feedback on teachers’ approach for making students understand the mathematical 
concept.  Therefore, other than that, the rationale for the need of this review paper also to increase 
researchers’ or even educators’ awareness and interest in study patterns in mathematical 
communication at the primary school level so that they realise the importance of understanding 
mathematical terms such as geometry in [14] and velocity which utilised across field or curriculum 
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and closely related to daily life as in [15]. Besides, the mathematical communication skills prepared 
the students with the ability to use and understand various internet of things (IoT) materials and 
solving problems regarding mathematics and technology. The rational is students who were found 
to be weak in mathematics and reasoning skills difficult for teachers to teach IoT to them [16]. 

This review paper provides suggested articles on mathematical communication which connected 
to reasoning, problem solving, mathematical concepts, or even various technology that help 
researchers to find and explore in dept on relevant issues during the limited time. Furthermore, the 
organised process of conducting research presented in a systematic literature review (SLR) offers 
researchers directions for conducting future research on communication in mathematics. 

Therefore, the purpose of this research is to identify discussions about communication in 
mathematics in current educational studies. This SLR examines published works from the field of 
mathematics communication among primary school students to inform readers of the most recent 
trends, limitations of existing research, and future prospects. This SLR may be of tremendous use to 
educators and researchers and might serve as the foundation for future work, thus enhancing the 
quality of instruction and the significance of communication in mathematics. This review broke the 
studies down into topics so that we could better analyse, summarize, and make suggestions for more 
research. This paper's remaining sections are organised as follows: The next section discusses the 
research objectives and explanation, as well as the limitations and possible directions for future 
research. The following section discusses the key findings and contributions of the paper. 

With this information, the objectives of this study are specifically interested to identify (i) the 
annual trends in publishing; (ii) the top ten most-cited papers; (iii) the top 20 published journals; (iv) 
countries contribute the most; and (v) the approaches to methodology. 
 
2. Methodology  
2.1 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) procedure 
 

This study used a systematic literature review, adapted from the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) procedure, to present a comprehensive and 
structural view of previous literature on mathematics communication in schools. There are two major 
steps involved: identifying and screening the abstracts of targeted journals, and later qualifying and 
including full-text articles. 

This study used a systematic literature review, adapted from the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) procedure, to present a comprehensive and 
structural view of previous literature on mathematics communication in schools. There are two major 
steps involved: identifying and screening the abstracts of targeted journals, and later qualifying and 
including full-text articles. 

2.1.1 Step 1 Identification and screening of the abstracts of targeted journals 

On February 15, 2022, the first author leads the search through the Scopus database. By 
restricting the search platform, a Scopus database could provide a broad view of the credibility of 
articles in mathematics communication published across disciplines. Technology, cognitive 
behaviour, and the sciences, for example, are available and provide global researchers' perspectives. 
Previous studies have used a single database, such as [17] and [18]. This study follows the search key: 
"mathematical* communication" or "mathematic* representation" or "mathematic* reasoning" and 
"junior school" or "elementary school" because it covers all of the titles, abstracts, and key words in 
selected articles. A total of 79 articles were found. Then, for further use, a.csv file was downloaded 
and combined with Microsoft Excel. 
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Microsoft Excel was used to screen the profiles of the selected articles. Some articles were 
removed based on the following criteria: unrelated to mathematical communication; redundant; 
focusing solely on teachers; and no full text. Out of the 79 articles retrieved, 43 were excluded. The 
first step of analysis begins after removing two redundant articles and nine articles unrelated to 
mathematics as in Figure 1. This brings us to the existence of objective 1, 2, and 3. 

2.1.2 Step 2 Article eligibility and inclusion in full-text 

A second round of analysis was performed on the remaining 36 articles. After assessing full text 
articles for eligibility, there are two articles that need to be removed as the participants or sample 
involve university or college students whereby this study aims at mathematics communication 
among elementary children. Therefore, a total of 34 articles were included in the final analysis. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The Down Stair of Systematic Review 

  
2.2 The articles profile 

As shown in Table 1, the profiles of 34 selected articles included from 79 articles identified in the 
Scopus database have been published for over two decades, from the year 2000 until 2021. More 
specifically, all articles selected involve students as participants or sample studies, and within the 
search keywords utilized, only four studies involve both students and teachers. 

Table 1 
The articles profile 

  Research sample/ 
participants 

Article Title Student Teacher 

[19] Learning scenario to promote comprehension of the meaning of 
subtraction 

√  

[20] Media Technology Takontikasi Games Based of Realistic 
Mathematics 

√ √ 
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[21] The improvement of mathematical communication ability of 
elementary school students through project-based learning 

using mind map technique 

√  

[22] Developing mathematical communication skills for students in 
grade 8 in teaching congruent triangle topics 

√  

[23] Classification of mathematical reasoning competencies based 
on mathematical problem solving in elementary school 

√ √ 

[24] A pathway towards STEM integration: Embodiment, 
mathematization, and mechanistic reasoning 

√  

[25] Preliminary Research of Mathematics Learning Device 
Development Based on Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) 

√  

[26] Analysis of elementary student's mathematical connection and 
communication ability 

√  

[27] Characteristics of students' mathematical representation in 
solving algebraic thinking problems 

√  

[28] Analysis of elementary school students' ability on mathematical 
communication and mathematical representation 

√  

[29] The effect of metacognitive-based contextual learning model on 
fifth-grade students’ problem-solving and mathematical 

communication skills 

√  

[30] Description of mathematical communication skills, logical 
thinking and its influence on the ability of mathematical literacy 

for students of grade v elementary school 

√  

[31] Gesture of slow learner student in mathematical 
Communication 

√  

[32] The effect of cooperative learning Type Teams-Games-
Tournaments (TGT) on mathematical connection and 

communication ability in elementary schools 

√  

[33] Programming, mathematical reasoning and sense-making √  
[34] The effectiveness of learning models on written mathematical 

communication skills viewed from students' cognitive styles. 
√  

[35] Empowering students with specific learning disabilities: Jim's 
concept of unit fraction. 

√  

[36] Developing Students' Mathematical Literacy through Problem 
Based Learning 

√  

[37] Two-stay two-stray model on improving mathematical 
communication skill of elementary school students 

√  

[38] Students’ Error Types and Reasoning Ability Achievement Using 
The Indonesian Realistic Mathematics Education Approach. 

√  

[39] Mathematical Representation of Deaf Students in Problem 
Solving Seen from Students’ Creative Thinking Levels. 

√  

[40] Students’ ability of mathematical representation on statistics 
topic in elementary school. 

√  

[41] The Effects of Using Representations in Elementary 
Mathematics: Meta-Analysis of Research. 

√  

[42] Mathematical reasoning fostered by (fostering) transformations 
of rational number representations 

√ √ 

[43] The Effect of Open-Ended Approach Towards Students' 
Mathematical Reasoning 

√  
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[44] The quality of learning materials through mathematics reaslitic 
to improve students' mathematical communication ability in the 

elementary school 

√  

[45] Elementary students' representations in solving word problems √  
[46] Self-regulated math instructions for pupils with learning 

disabilities 
√  

[47] Examining how professional development influences 
elementary school teachers’ enacted instructional practices and 

students’ evidence of mathematical understanding 

√ √ 

[48] How young children view mathematical 
representations: a study using eye-tracking technology 

√  

[49] Multi-method assessment of metacognitive skills in elementary 
school children: How you test is what you get 

√  

[50] The notion of proof in the context of elementary school 
mathematics 

√  

[51] Computer tools for interactive mathematical activity in the 
elementary school 

√  

[52] Elementary school students' logical reasoning on rolling √  
 
3. Results  
3.1 The annual trends in publishing 
 

In order to evaluate the trends of publications, Table 2 and Figure 2 represent the general 
number of publications of all papers on communication in mathematics. As depicted in Table 2, 
papers have been structured by increasing year. The percentage of papers for each year is also 
indicated.  

We discovered in our 20-year review of publications that the number of articles decreased from 
2002 to 2012, but increased somewhat in 2013. The majority of papers published each year on 
mathematics communication include less than ten articles. Nonetheless, a 24.29 percent increase in 
publishing was recorded for 2020. There are several opportunities for this year to reach such heights. 
First, most colleges and universities around the world have made it a requirement for their 
postgraduate students to have at least one paper published in a high-impact journal. 

Second, the journals in the Scopus database are rigorously evaluated by several reviewers, and 
papers published in these journals are of high quality. Third, this increasing value in the affective 
domain occurs when papers submitted to certain journal publishers are approved and published, as 
well as when the journal is indexed in the Scopus database. Fourth, the rapid increase in publications 
is presumably a result of the COVID-19 epidemic. Many scholars in this field work from home and 
devote more time to study and writing. Finally, the year 2020 will bring about a new normal in which 
the usage of online platforms increases and all internet users get knowledge and conduct information 
searches using online platforms. This gives users access to a million reputable publications where 
they can submit their work. Due to the time constraints of our article search, which started in the 
middle of the year 2021, it seems that the number of publications in 2021 will be less than in 2020.	
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Table 2 
The trends of publications each year with percentages 

Year Number of publications Percentage (%) 
2000 2 2.86 
2001 0 0.00 
2002 1 1.43 
2003 0 0.00 
2004 0 0.00 
2005 0 0.00 
2006 1 1.43 
2007 1 1.43 
2008 2 2.86 
2009 2 2.86 
2010 0 0.00 
2011 1 1.43 
2012 1 1.43 
2013 5 7.14 
2014 0 0.00 
2015 6 8.57 
2016 5 7.14 
2017 2 2.86 
2018 8 11.43 
2019 8 11.43 
2020 17 24.29 
2021 8 11.43 

 

Fig. 2. Visual of Trends in Publications  
 

3.2 The top ten most-cited papers 
 

The top 10 most-cited papers were derived from 70 publications in reputable journals such as 
the Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education, Educational Studies in Mathematics, and Cognition 
and Instruction. Schack's work was the most-cited among the 10 most-referenced papers published 
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between 2000 and 2020 [53]. The Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education article titled 
"Prospective elementary school teachers' professional observation of children's early numeracy" has 
been cited 64 times. It is closely followed by [49] paper on assessment in primary school, which has 
been cited 61 times. Even though Schack's work was published later than Desoete's [49], academics 
cited Schack's article more frequently. 
 
Table 3 
The most cited papers 

Authors Title Source title Cited by 
[53] Prospective elementary school teachers' professional 

noticing of children's early numeracy 
Journal of Mathematics 
Teacher Education 

64 

[49] Multi-method assessment of metacognitive skills in 
elementary school children: How you test is what you get 

Metacognition and Learning 61 

[50] The notion of proof in the context of elementary school 
mathematics 

Educational Studies in 
Mathematics 

48 

[54] Improving the reasoning ability of elementary school 
student through the Indonesian realistic mathematics 
education 

Journal on Mathematics 
Education 

32 

[55] Designing case-based hypermedia for developing 
understanding of children's mathematical reasoning 

Cognition and Instruction 23 

[51] Computer tools for interactive mathematical activity in 
the elementary school 

International Journal of 
Computers for Mathematical 
Learning 

22 

[56] Elementary mathematics teachers' perceptions and lived 
experiences on mathematical communication 

Eurasia Journal of 
Mathematics, Science and 
Technology Education 

20 

[25] Preliminary Research of Mathematics Learning Device 
Development Based on Realistic Mathematics Education 
(RME) 

Journal of Physics: 
Conference Series 

17 

[57] Prospective Teachers' Challenges in Teaching Reasoning-
and-Proving 

International Journal of 
Science and Mathematics 
Education 

17 

[48] How young children view mathematical representations: 
a study using eye-tracking technology 

Educational Research 15 

 
3.3 The top 20 published journals 
 

The most popular Journal of Physics: Conference Series (JPCS) for academics to submit papers to 
is a peer-reviewed, open-access journal from IOP Publishing that offers readers the most recent 
advances in physics presented at international conferences. The data reveals 20 submitted papers. It 
is part of the IOP Conference Series, a collection of open-access publications that specialise in 
proceedings publishing. This series also includes IOP Conference Series: Materials Science and 
Engineering and IOP Conference Series: Earth and Environmental Science. It is included in the 
databases Inspec, Scopus, INSPIRE-HEP, MathSciNet, ISI Proceedings, Chemical Abstracts, NASA 
Astrophysics Data System, INIS (International Nuclear Information System), and VINITI Abstracts 
Journal (Referativnyi Zhurnal). The journal's secure long-term archiving is protected by LOCKSS and 
Portico. 

Similarly, a total of four articles Peer-reviewed journals includes the International Journal of 
Scientific and Technological Research. The journal publishes both original research articles and 
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review articles in all areas of scientific and technological research studies, including, but not limited 
to, a) the scientific method, engineering sciences, mathematics, and formal sciences, basic and 
applied research, research impact, the scientific community, and society, b) Emerging technologies, 
technology economics, technology impact assessments, technology and society. 

 
Table 4 
The most published journals 

Source title Number of 
articles 

Journal of Physics: Conference Series 20 
International Journal of Scientific and Technology Research 4 
Educational Studies in Mathematics 3 
European Journal of Educational Research 3 
AIP Conference Proceedings 2 
International Journal of Mathematical Education in Science and Technology 2 
International Journal of Science and Mathematics Education 2 
Investigations in Mathematics Learning 2 
Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education 2 
Acta Scientiae 1 
ASEE Annual Conference and Exposition, Conference Proceedings 1 
Assessment in Education: Principles, Policy and Practice 1 
Cogent Education 1 
Cognition and Instruction 1 
Education Sciences 1 
Educational Research 1 
Eurasia Journal of Mathematics, Science and Technology Education 1 
European Journal of Psychology of Education 1 
Frontiers of Education in China 1 
IAFOR Journal of Education 1 

 
 
3.4 The top 20 published journals 
 

The studies included were published between the years 2000 and 2022. Three studies each were 
conducted in the United States [47, 50, 24] and two studies conducted by scholars from Portugal [42, 
19], followed by one study in Vietnam [22], England [48], Canada [52], Israel [46], Flanders [49], and 
finally nine studies by non. The most common study location was Indonesia, which accounted for 16 
(45.71%) of the studies examined. 
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Table 5 
The top contributing countries 

Countries Frequency % 

Indonesia 16 45.71 
US 3 8.57 

Portugal 2 5.71 
Vietnam 1 2.86 
England 1 2.86 
Canada  1 2.86 
Israel 1 2.86 

Flanders 1 2.86 
Non 9 25.71 

 
3.5 The methodological approach 

Methodologically, the majority of studies published on communication in mathematics (47.06 
percent) used a qualitative approach, with interviews and observations of learning frequently used 
for data collection. The most common approach for incorporating students is task-based interviews, 
in which numerous students answer the specified assignment during the interview session in order 
to investigate the styles of communication, and then their responses are evaluated to determine the 
synchronised themes used. In addition, it is crucial for the validity of the research findings that the 
interviewees represent a range of academic levels. Furthermore, interviews often include instructors 
in order to investigate any issues faced throughout the teaching and learning process. This 
methodological approach enhances students' mathematical communication skills. However, the 
publications used a quantitative method with pre- and post-tests after the intervention session. In 
addition, questionnaire scale evaluations were undertaken by earlier researchers to obtain data on 
mathematics communication. However, only five of thirty-four papers (14.71%) included both 
methodological techniques. 

 
Table 6 
The methodological approach 

Methodological approach Frequency % 

qualitative 16 47.06 
quantitative 13 38.24 

quantitative and qualitative 5 14.71 
 
3.6 Summary  
 

The aim of this review article was to provide an overview of related research on mathematics 
communications, particularly annual trends, most-cited papers, most published journals, most 
contributing countries, and approaches to methodology on mathematics communications in schools.  
In this review, it is found that most authors are interested in mathematics communication among 
students rather than both teachers and students simultaneously. Furthermore, most scholars 
focusing on mathematics communications prefer to publish their articles in the Journal of Physics: 
Conference Series so that they can benefit from both being present at conferences and publishing 
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papers. Journal of Physics: Conference Series is quite popular among Indonesian researchers as the 
country has become a top contributor in the field.  

However, when looking closely at the most referenced publications, those published in the 
Journal of Mathematics Teacher Education by [53] rather than the International Journal of Science 
and Mathematics Education by [57] were cited the most by other researchers. Schack et al. and 
Stylianides et al. published their articles in the same year, and Schack et al.'s on prospective teachers 
has drawn the attention of other researchers. This is likely due to many factors. 

First, the journal itself is a first-quartile Scopus journal and a Web of Science (WOS) journal, with 
the Web of Science Core Collection status being Social Sciences Citation Index. This means that the 
journal picked the most credible papers for citation by other academics after a thorough peer review 
procedure. Second, other scholars [57] were interested in the real contributions of this article, which 
include a five-session module with three professional noticing strategies: attending, interpreting, and 
deciding. These strategies could have high practical implications and help develop professional 
noticing skills through the suggested module. 

In mathematics communication research, the qualitative methodological approach was found to 
be the most dominant. According to [58], the most prevalent criticism of qualitative approaches is 
the restricted number of research participants. However, [59] and [22] performed mathematics 
education studies based on pedagogical observations preceding interviews. Although several papers 
did not specify the kind of interview conducted, it was clear that a semi-structured interview was 
used. For mathematics communication research, a qualitative approach involving data gathering 
techniques like observations and semi-structured interviews is necessary. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

This research presents an overview of mathematical communication among schoolchildren, 
which is analysed in 2 steps. The first phase showed yearly trends, the ten most-cited articles, and 
the twenty most-published journals, while the second step centred on the leading contributing 
countries and approaches to mathematics communication methodology. Previous studies' publishing 
patterns indicate that the greatest number of publications were registered in 2020. The Journal of 
Mathematics Education had the most citations, while the Journal of Physics: Conference Series had 
the most publications. In addition to the three listed areas, Indonesia provided about half of the 
academic work in mathematics education, followed by the United States and Portugal. Vietnam, 
England, Canada, Israel, and Flanders each contributed a single article to the top five nations. Also, 
the results showed that there are three main types of methods, with qualitative methods being the 
most popular among scholars. 

According to the findings of this study, scientists who want to be scholars in the subject of 
mathematics communication should focus on influential and current schools of thought. This is due 
to the fact that future article publication is contingent on ideas or methodologies that impact 
children's mathematical communication practices. Asian and Western academics must work together 
on mathematics communication research if they want to get the most out of their knowledge and 
citations. 

Mathematics communications representations such as verbal-auditory, which required students 
to communicate, were the most effective means of evaluating the learning process as well as 
students' knowledge, attitude, and skills [22]. It would be crucial for instructors and researchers to 
recognise students' mathematical communications using a variety of modes of representation and 
to offer them as many opportunities as possible to use, exchange, and discuss mathematical 
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languages. Providing children with opportunities to use mathematical language will influence their 
mathematical development. 

Future research might employ a qualitative approach when examining the mathematical 
communication skills of students, since this technique is more likely to reveal students' talents and 
challenges. With the study of yearly trends, the most-cited articles, the most-published journals, the 
most-contributing nations, and approaches to methodology, not only scholars, practitioners, and 
educators might recognise the significance of mathematical communication for young children. This 
includes the realisation of what ideas and real-life situations that are relevant to students should be 
implemented in classroom practises so that the potential of using mathematics communication is 
maximised and teachers have a more comprehensive view of students' various modes of 
mathematics communication in order to improve knowledge, attitude, and skills. 

The study's limitations, which included 70 articles in first step analysis and 34 articles in second 
step analysis, will almost certainly result in different results if only first step analysis was used or 
other journals, conference proceedings, and e-books were considered. Future research should, 
however, overcome the limitations of this review by employing different systematic procedures and 
broader searching platforms, and provide logical conclusions about mathematics communication 
among students of different grade levels and across math content. 
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